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FROM THE AUTHOR

The season of failure is the best �me for sowing seeds of success. 

Paramahamsa Yogananda, Indian Yogi. I have silos of experience in failure. 

The miniature repository is the segrega�on and compila�on of these 

experiments into a group of ac�vi�es applying the same failed 

techniques, with a modified methodology to turn the lost ba�les into 

success stories.

Every life on this planet at some point or the other encounters failure but 

it never gives up unlike the human being, who when failed, commits 

physical or psychological suicide. Look at any species other than human 

beings¬- bird or animals- on this earth. They a�une to the play of band as 

a rou�ne, unlike humans, they don't ruminate the past and live like a 

carcass. This book explores many whys.

If you know the art of conver�ng failure into a posi�ve energy or a 

successful energy, please do so else, wait on us help you do it. All you need 

to remember is the password and formula to work on it.

It does work. It has worked for me and   can work for anybody on this 

earth to explore, to enjoy the new dimensions of failure. Exhume and 

experience.

All the best 

(Dr. P.R.  Subas Chandran)

Art of Welcoming Failure 

(AOWF)

“nfL« bgU¡fK« ïšyšy beŠr¤J¡
nfhlhik rh‹nwh®¡ fÂ."

[To welcome failure and success with equipoise lies the beauty of wisdom]
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NOTE

This book is a compilation of wisdom from myriad sources 
intended to benefit the general readers, certainly not 
experts. Most of them are suggestive, self-experienced that 
readers may consult health care specialist, should they find 
information not in rhythm with their expectation. Moreover, 
the write-up is governed by the Brit ish English 
Language/Grammar rules. Any reconciliation with the 
computer language be kindly overlooked. The author and 
the publisher bear no responsibility for abusing or misusing 
the indicative measures.



Tiger commi�ing suicide? Have you ever noticed any animal taking 
any psychiatric treatment?

Many parents, especially ambition driven ones may dislike the 
advent of the internet. They blame that the information technology 
has spoiled the young minds (as if all other things don’t). They find 
fault with children using the internet, SMS, WHATSAPP, twi�er, FB, 
cha�ing, listening to music have deranged the learning process. 
Some of the parents have not installed internet facilities at home 
fearing their children may visit PUBG, Blue whale, adult sites or 
waste time on social media.

You will be shocked to know how a senior IAS o�cer was not 
prepared to send his daughter’s photograph in response to a 
marriage enquiry of my son. Pathetic, I pity him. I would say it is the 
greatest gi� of Mother Nature in the 21st century and those who 
know how to use will never u�er a negative word against using 
internet in day to day life. Only thing we need is a discerning power 
to which we draw a line in the usage of net. 

Internet makes communication faster. Remember were Queen 
Sheba to travel all the way from Ethiopia to reach Jerusalem to hear 
wisdom from the Jewish King Solomon, She could have done with a 
video conference. Today, we don’t have to undergo such hardships 
thanks to the net. In no time, wherever your friend or relative be, 
whichever corner of the world be, communication reaches him or 
her in a wink of moment. Today, many telecom companies give 
unlimited pack where you can make unlimited calls or text message. 

We cannot go back to yesteryears. Only thing we can do is to 
exercise prudence. All these illustrations of erudition are only one 
percent. But most of the benefit, say 99% is that anything can be 
learnt from the net. The same internet that is 
viewed as an arc villain disrupting family life, can 
sometimes save life also. Let me tell how a boy 
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who was mentally prepared to commit suicide took a twist and 
saved his life when I resent an SMS that I received from a 
friend of mine which I still preserve.

It was a rainy day and the shower was very sober. 
The fragrance of the dust traveled with the raindrops to kiss 
the Mother Earth who was in need of something. Likewise, it 
was doing in a systematic disciplined way giving a twist to the 
dusty tree into a di�erent colour and also to the buildings and 
the other nature ornaments. I enjoyed to the core and extended my 
arms to get a gentle kiss on my palms. Merrily like music, touch me 
not sensation and this was the time my cell phone reminded me of 
an SMS on Arthur Ashe's  masterpiece message: "Why Me?".

Arthur Ashe, the legendary Wimbledon player was dying of AIDS 
due to infected blood he received from heart surgery in 1983. One of 
his fans asked, “Why should God have to select you for such a bad 
disease?”

Why not me?" Ashe replied, “Well, all over the world 5,00,00,000 
children wish to play tennis, 50,00,000 learn to play tennis, 
5,00,000  get professionally trained; l  50,000 come to the circuit, 
5,000 reach the Grand Slam, while 500 are short listed and 
50 reach Wimbledon, 4 get to the semi-finals and 2 to the finals but 
only one wins. When I was holding the Cup, I never asked God,

“Why me?” If no “Why me?” then why "Why not me now?""

Buddy a masterpiece message!. 

The message was viral everywhere spreading like  wild fire. This, in 
turn, worked wonders with one of my close associate's son, 
Mr. Rakesh (name made over).  He survived a suicide a�empt but 
that his failure story had to be made up with his parents' 
consternation. I took the responsibility to counsel Rakesh and asked 
him to leave the ma�er to me. I also asked the boy to go and live in a 
friend’s house without informing his parents. I too reached for him 
and waited on the lawn. 

Art of Welcoming Failure
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Just then, I noticed an army of ants moving. For a few minutes, 
Rakesh noticed me while I was observing the ants. I interrupted the 
movement and in that process, many deviated and moved away in 
di�erent directions. One fell a prey to my design.

I placed a small stick obstructing the ant’s movement. The ant took a 
right turn. Again, I made an a�empt to stall its movement with 
another stick. The ant, without waiting, turned to the right. I smilingly 
laid one more stick and the ant once again took a right turn. Finally, 
I tried to block its move with a fourth stick but to our surprise, the ant 
performed a super art. It did not take any more turns nor did i try to 
find out what Rakesh and I were doing. It simply started climbing the 
stick and continued its journey. We were stunned for a few minutes 
and looked at each other in silence. 

All my successes have been built on my failures. - Benjamin Disraeli.

Rakesh too was stunned and turned silent. I told him to look at how 
ant did not even stop when faced an obstacle. Without waiting, 
it just took another turn and moved forward instead of ‘blaming’ 
someone who is responsible for obstructing his journey [LIGHT A 
CANDLE INSTEAD OF BLAMING THE DARKNESS]. None has taught 
the ant to act likewise. Ant, not aunt was wise enough to understand 
it has no role or responsibility to stall the happenings in and around 
it but knows how to keep going or keep moving forward. 

Mother Nature has created all these wonders for the sake of 
humanity to learn from small creatures instead of sending teachers 
to teach. She has sent the ant to act, but we 
comfortably ignore and try to find fault with others. I 
counselled him saying that if his son has failed this 
time, then it is only a message to reorient him in the 
subject he is weak. If we fall from a motorcycle with 
brake failure, we have learnt a lesson to check the 
brake before starting the vehicle. If your head 
accidentally hits the threshold, it is be�er to be careful 
while walking instead of blaming. What would 

Art of Welcoming Failure
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happen if Rakesh started questioning his father’s failure? Is it 
because, his father finances his needs, he keeps quiet. No, it is a 
system of family governance where youngsters cannot question the 
elders.

These myopic views have not only stalled the growth of an individual 
but also suppressed the creative minds forever. Look at how Robert 
H Schuller, a televangelist, a great motivational speaker talks about 
failures. He says, “If failure is a dead-end of the road, then the 
humanity would have vanished long back”. He adds, “Show me a 
person who has never failed and I will show a place where man 
never died”. So failures and pains are the gurus to carry the 
message for us to learn the lesson and resume the journey.

If somebody pelts a stone at you, convert it into sixer if you can’t use it 
for construction of the house. It means all these failures are 
messengers, guides, gurus, solutions for all these problems so that 
you are going to be infallible. Commit new mistakes and endorse 
new failures because failures are the roadmap to success. If suicide 
is the only solution to all failures, I think I might have died long back 
and wouldn’t have wri�en this story at all. I feel the solution lies not 
elsewhere but within. Failure is an obvious result. But only a few 
welcome it. 

It is the parent’s responsibility to stand at all times, motivate the 
children and trust them and prod them forward. Do you know when 
my son could not get through the civil services, I hosted a dinner at a 
big hotel and my wife made fun of me? “It is the heightened 
stupidity; how can you celebrate son’s failure by hosting a dinner 
party?” she vented her anger. I did so as I was fully aware that he 
knows why he failed and where should change and take a new 
course of action. For the third time he succeeded and today, he 
shows his pride by serving the Government of India.  I never say that 
the parents should not criticise but you should be with them during 
failures.

Art of Welcoming Failure
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Anyone who has never made a mistake 
has never tried anything new. - Albert Einstein. 

During dinner, I asked my driver a simple question, “"How many run 
overs?" He very innocently replied, "I'm a born driver,Sir. i inherited 
the profession from my father.The moment I lay hands on the 
steering... ". *Pl. read  Art of Communicating... Series books 11-15. 
“If he answers ‘not a single accident’ I know he is lying. I would not 
employ him because a man cannot be a good driver unless he 
encounters some experiences which make him learn how to avoid 
an accident. I know he would spoil my vehicle. Had he encountered 
accidents, I am sure my car would be safe because a smooth sea 
never makes a good sailor and similarly unless one undergoes trials 
and tribulations he will not be able to face the hardships to lead a life 
of his choice. Do you know what Thomas Alva Edison said to himself 
when he could not invent the electric bulb even a�er 10,000 a�empts? 
His statement was, “Now I know how the bulb will not work 
10,000 times.”

These stories are unending and I can give you umpteen examples to 
demonstrate how failures come to you as an angel of blessing. 
These failures bring to you the experience of how every individual 
depends on failures to script success story. Unless you encounter 
failures, you will not be able to find solutions and unless you find 
solutions, you cannot realise your goal.

So, if you encounter a failure, thank a million times to learn the tricks 
of the trade from the others and if you can learn out of somebody’s 
failure you are intelligent. If you are going to a�empt failures, you 
are learning new lessons, you become super intelligent. The choice 
is yours to face the failures or avoid failures. Here 
again it does n’t mean that a failure through hard 
work emerges successful; it’s only said: learn from 
failures..... not emerge successful from failures. 

Mistakes are the portals of discovery. 
- James Joyce, Irish Novelist

Art of Welcoming Failure
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Learn from failure; 
Rejoice from success

Sometime back in the television there was an ad for Gulab jamun.  
The wife states the reason that the child has stood second in the 
race. Asked how many contestants, the li�le son informs that 
“two only participated” (set aside the ambiguity in the sentence).  

Failure defeats losers inspires winners–
The three categories of people 
(I) Compliant - desperate with passive acceptance of failure; 
(ii) Complainant - blaming others and god inclusive; and
(iii) Competent - aspirant about turning every misfortune into
 fortune. One awaits opportunity; the next uses it while 
 the third creates one, he is the entrepruener.

Who fails in life?
The one, who pretends sleep; sleeps like Rip van Winkle- desperate 
with passive acceptance of failure, A bad works man 
blames his tool.  He is fatalistic-a pessimist

The other is a cynical that o�en keeps complaining his 
circumstances, people around and time.

There is a special category of man called the ‘tragic 
hero’ ending in Catharsis, a catastrophic death- the most 
optimistic. One who weathers the oddities of life despite 
dire or adverse conditions.  
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Our concern is to turn the former two into the 
third. In this regard we shall call forth the 
famous American novelist Earnest 
Hemmingway’s ideology: Man may 
be destroyed; not defeated. Under 
the calamitous conditions of 
pessimism, man survives in his 
death. In his novele�e, The Old man and the 
Sea* like the great mythological king of Srilanka, 
Ravana, he exhibits immense grit to kill the whale. 

When does he fail?
When do the four villains assail him from within? Who are they? 
How to deal them? The inner enemies: di�dence, suspicion, 
inferiority complex and self pity. The past and the future are no more 
existent if so how can one worry about these two traitors? While 
past memories kill our enthusiasm, the future fear eliminates the 
possibility of overcoming hurdles. Man in his status quo has to 
challenge the four aforesaid (1) di�dence with confidence, 
(2) suspicion with trust, (3) inferiority complex with equipoise and 
(4) self pity with self discipline to forge forth in life.. Every action of 
his is governed by any or every of these barricades. 

TIME

OBJECTS ACTION PLACE

CIRCUMS
TANCE

Why does he?
Ÿ Fear/ of everything
Ÿ Di�dence/ lack of confidence
Ÿ Stoicism/lack of retaliation
Ÿ Indi�erence/reluctance
Ÿ Impudence/arrogance
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Anecdote

Once there was a vendor who set out to 
sell corn flour in the wind he never 
prospered because everything was 
whi�ed o� by the Westerly.  On the other 
hand, the man who ventured to sell salt flourished. The man 
changed his mind to optimism and also changed the product to salt. 
So in rain everything got melted and once again he lost his business.  
There are two things to be observed. 

Ÿ One, a desperate mind is devil’s den; in haste your body 
chemistry floods negative chemicals thus one takes hasty 
decisions and fails.

Ÿ  The other, learn to swim with the current. If the world is bad you 
too have to be bad, lest should you drown. Be more worldly-wise. 

If the Civil Service Examinations are not designed for failures most of 
the aspirants would not have made it a�er first a�empt. You can 
appear for the exam ten times and thus there are candidates who 
have made it even a�er the eighth a�empt and write IAS. Rise 
above the enemy.  Know the weakness of the enemy and strength of 
the friend. True, it is to keep an eye on enemy and both the eyes on 
the friend.

Art of Welcoming Failure

Why?
Keep asking the question why? Why don’t you succeed? Have a 
solution found out for hidden within the fragrantial flower the 
nectarine sweetness. It is the aspirant mind that urges how to 
tackle failure. Welcome failure with both arms thrown open.



How is success, failure turned 
inside out?

It is rightly said: one out grows failure or failure out does one. 

Even if you fail keep trying for trial causes nothing;

If life is a failure you live through your failure emerging heroic; your 
enemy might have overthrown you but there won’t be any heroism 
in defeating a person with money,  might, manpower, or even 
exorcism because no positive energy or courage or one’s 
individuality is reflected. 

The triple concepts of TIME, CIRCUMSTANCE & PEOPLE

FAILURE= MAN+ MINUTE+ MILIEU

Time  
Time is integrated with  

CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUSCITATION CPR saves life.  
A million death can be abated unless time plays a pivotal role.

19
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Man

Minute Milieu
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Time is the sweet villain; bi�er hero. For, it makes one run behind it. 
The quintessence of quality is juxtaposed against the test of time. 
Only when things stand to posterity their worth is be�er 
acknowledged. Most of us are complainants about good and bad 
time. There’s actually nothing so. The potentiality is brought forth if 
time plays its part well. In the sense, the one who utilises his time the 
best reaps good harvest. What you become or don’t depends on 
how much time you allocate for a task to accomplish. A person may 
be adept but lack the art of managing time* (Art of Managing Time 
by the same author) e�ciently which is why he/ she fails in his/her 
career/pursuit. 

“Procrastination is the thief of time” says William Shakespeare. Time is 
the worst culprit yet the best master. All experiences either triumphant 
or unsuccessful have been determined over a period of time. 

Man
Every individual is unique in himself; the di�erence is in the beauty of 
sense of humour. 

A known enemy is be�er than an unknown friend.  The best critic 
must be least coveted friend. But, please change 
that a�itude. It is the other way round. The 
yielding tree gets the most peltings. Grapple 
those critics as your bosom friends if you 
wish to flourish. Everybody boasts of 
freedom struggle and Mahatma Gandhi’s 
endeavour but many do not know what 
happened behind the iron curtains (with 
Nethaji). Yet India is number one in 
*Nuclear armaments in the millennium. 
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(Nuclear-most pivotal, devastating nations and families). Nobody 
was afraid of Gandhi’s starvation. Rather definitely of India’s 
weaponry *never to forget once America hired Indian soldiers to 
fight American war of Independence.  

Milieu (Circumstance)
Accept the circumstance which is not in your hands. Think you are in 
tra�c jam and you have an important obligation / assignment / 
meeting / appointment or anything whatsoever is considered most 
urgent. At this point what one needs is not self-pity but patience; 
perseverance and persistence for, “Patience is an art well learnt 
when one is at the mercy of Nature”. Quietly chant names or tune 
your mindset to the conference scenario; how best you’d sieve the 
information to the time constraint in the best possible way.  This 
shall rejuvenate you to face the situation coolly and casually lest 
should you be perturbed. When pressure surmounts you should 
have the forethought, presence of mind/ quickness of perception to 
make up for the situation. Nothing is served in golden pla�er, 
especially victory. So it is the human will to tie over the Men Milieu 
and Minutes that pose sti� challenge. In this context let’s cite an 
interesting anecdote from the life of the famous Tamizh song 
composer, Shri K. Kannadasan: 

It was a crucial juncture that the movie* had to go for the final take 
but for a song. As usual, poet Kannadasan was late to the spot. 
Director Viswanathan mumbled, “God knows where the drunkard 
fellow has tumbled out!” The assistant overhearing it hearsays it to 
Kannadasan on his arrival.  When pressurising circumstance 
surmounts at the most excruciating hour, when people become 
unwieldy it is only the “gut feeling” call it optimism or auto ignition 
that works wonders.  Kannadasan who was haggling with words 
for the song burst out with the trigger of the rock buster song: 
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sonnadhu nee thana.... (Were it you to u�er thus...?) Lo and Behold! 
He had overwhelmed failure with the superimposing positive 
energy: composed the song; won laurels as well retorted 
Viswanathan’s slander.  

The decca headed myth king is spoken more than his enemy king 
Rama, although divine. In Aristotelian parlance we call the tragic 
hero fall of a man due to one human folly,-pride, it goes before a fall. 
That’s why it’s said ‘MAN’ may be destroyed not defeated [Ernest 
Hemingway]. We are the authoritarians of our situations.  Your failure 
is the pen to your success story whether you wade through time, 
circumstance or people or object. It is believed that you emerge 
successful even in fall not defeat. Therefore, the saying: 

In fall is the spring of sprouting hidden 
so does phoenix rise from its ashes..

For instance, during the deluge of 2015 when the world of 
communication was dark didn’t the Indians survive? They had their 
routine carried out despite that wilderness.

The author himself is a live example for this statement: in every fall 
of his he has seen to it that he has n’t been defeated rather risen 
phoenix like. Sure, you should accept the fact though bi�er, when 
he writes this pocket series he may not be an ordinary person but 
“the most haunted by ailments” of every sort. Still his aspiration to 
take his success story to that forlorn and lonely brother/sister to 
heart again only depicts that you are not the first to su�er there 
have been many in the line some tragic some comic, still the 
influence of fortune has its percentage of share. Be it Mahatma 
Gandhi or Indira Gandhi, they never recorded their victory in the 
midst of fortune, fundings, fondling but in the midst of turmoil, 
torment and trouble.
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Understand
Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you are defeated; It means you 

are striving for success.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you haven’t achieved anything in 
the journey of life; it means you have learnt some lessons 
along the way.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you have lost your self-respect; It 
means that you have the courage le� to make any fresh 
a�empts.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you have nothing le�; It means 
that you can now forge new paths.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you should give up trying; 
It means you have to put more strength and work hard.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you can’t achieve. It means that 
certainly, you will if you have the patience and the grit.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that God has deserted you, it means 
that He has an alternative roadmap for a be�er future.

Ÿ Failure does not mean you are fooled, It means you have 
enough faith to experiment.

Ÿ Failure does not mean you are disgraced; It means you have 
dared to try.

Art of Welcoming Failure

Participation is itself winning
Success is failure turned inside out

Failure is failing an a�empt; rather failing to a�empt
So be up on your toes, get set go.... 
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Ÿ Failure does not mean you are inferior; It means you, 
like others, are not perfect.

Ÿ Failure does not mean you have wasted your life; It means 
that you have an excuse to start over.

Ÿ Failure doesn’t mean that you have missed the bus; It means 
you are finding your wings to fly.

Ÿ Finally, failure is nothing but a postponement of success.

While concluding, let me remind you one thing. You have 
unique qualities, potential which you can unlock with 
persistence, perseverance, and tenacity. Strive continuously till 
you become fit-executives, professionals, entrepreneurs. 
Ready? Thumbs up?

Art of Welcoming Failure

Some inspiring quotes 
on failure

1. FAIL = First A�empt in Learning. Dr A. P. J Abdul Kalam, former 
 President of India, Missile Scientist.

2. I cannot accept failure, but I can’t accept not trying. Michael 
 Jordan, US Basketball Player.

3. Failure is the key to success; each mistake teaches ussomething. 
 Morihei Ueshiba, Founder of Japanese Marital Art, Aikido.

“

“
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4. Do not fear mistakes. You will know failure. Continue to 
 reach out. Benjamin Franklin, Author, Politician, one of the 
 Founding Fathers of  the United States of America.

5. It is fine to celebrate success, but it is more important to heed 
 the lessons of failure. Bill Gates, Founder Microso�,
 Philanthropist.

6. I failed my way to success. Many of life’s failures are people who 
 did not realise how close they were to success when they 
 gave up. Thomas Alva Edison, American Inventor.

7. Success is not final, failure is not final; it is the courage to 
 continue that counts. Winston Churchill.

8. It is impossible to live without failing at something, unless you 
 live to continually that you might as well not have lived at all, in 
 which case, you fail by default. J K Rowling, UK Novelist.

9. The season of failure is the best name for sowing seeds of 
 success. Paramahamsa Yogananda, Indian Yogi.

10. There is no such thing as failure. It is just life trying to move us in
 another direction. Orpha Winfrey, US Actress.

11. Accept the failure, in the middle of di�culty, lies an opportunity.
 Albert Einstein.

12. Don’t worry about failures, worry about the chances you miss 
 when you don’t even try. Jack Canfield.

13. Failure is the condiment that gives success its flavour. Truman 
 Capote, American Author, Playwright.

14. There is only one thing that makes a dream impossible to 
 achieve the fear of failure. Paulo Coelho, British Novelist 
 and Lyricist.
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15. Failure will never overtake me if my determination to succeed is 
 strong enough. Augustine Og Mandino, American Author.

16. When I was a young man, I observed the nine of ten things I did 
 were failures. I didn’t want to be a failure, so I did ten times 
 more work. George Bernard Shaw, Irish Playwright.

17. Failure is unimportant. It takes courage to make a fool of 
 yourself. Charlie Chaplin, English Actor.

18. Never say you are a failure. Every setback is a setup for a 
 comeback and brings you out be�er than you were before. 
 Anonymous.

19. Failure should be our teacher, not our undertaker. Failure is a 
 delay, not defeat. It is a temporary detour, not a dead end. 
 Anonymous.

20. The one who falls and gets up is much stronger than the one who 
 never failed. Anonymous.

21. Don’t read success stories. Read only failure stories. Success 
 stories give you a message but failures stories give you ideas 
 to win. Anonymous.

22. Whenever I experience any form of failure, I smile to myself. 
 For out of it comes an even stronger desire and determination 
 to be more. Love more, forgive more, more to rise from the ashes
 like a phoenix, and show the world who I am. Anonymous. 

23. Remember failure is not the opposite of success. It is a part of 
 success. Anonymous. 

Hence Arise awake and make every failure a stepping stone on the 
ladder of success!  

Good luck!

“
“
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